Modernizing IT
for the Digital Era

How automation accelerates and
secures the modernization process

MODERNIZING
IS MORE THAN
UPGRADING
HARDWARE
MODERNIZATION IS NOW

Organizations that continue to run processes on outdated, difficult to
manage legacy systems are behind. To compete in the digital world,
today’s CIOs know they must be developing solutions faster than
ever before, with fewer resources, for a new generation of users.
Modernizing is more than hardware, however. End-to-end upgrades
include processes, internal workflows, disaster recovery, customer
experiences and more. It’s not simply moving to distributed or open
systems, either. Modernization now includes moving operations into
cloud-based computing, serverless computing and microservices.
While these various projects come with great benefits...they pose a
significant risk as well.

THE RISKS WITH MODERNIZING

Migration projects are not as simple as flipping a switch, nor do they always entail migrating
entire infrastructures. Often, companies continue to operate in a hybrid environment. Converting
complex business and IT processes to modern platforms, while maintaining existing legacy
systems, requires a substantial investment of resources and time. This equates to risk for
business continuity and customer confidence. The projects are usually lengthy, require downtime,
are costly, create security concerns and require additional training. Despite the amount of risk, the
reward of becoming a digital business is still enticing. CIOs know that if you can reduce the risk
and resources of a migration project, the scales begin to tip in a different direction.

TRUST THE MODERNIZATION EXPERTS

As a global enterprise solutions provider since 1980, we have
witnessed decades of monumental shifts in computing paradigms.
From legacy platforms, through open systems and into evolving cloud
technologies, SMA Solutions has modernized countless organizations
to prepare them for the age of digital business
and beyond.

OpCon

We are able to succeed where others fail
because of our decades of automation experience. Our solutions,
specifically OpConTM and its library of integrations, are the enabling
technologies that allow us to facilitate modernization projects with ease.

MODERNIZATION + AUTOMATION

OpCon, our dynamic, event-driven automation solution, integrates with every major enterprise
operating system and application. Because of this, we are able to centralize and automate
operations before migration projects even begin. Then, it’s as simple as mapping processes to
the target environments and automating the conversion. Following the conversion, we continue to
automate the new infrastructure or hybrid environment. The result is a migration project that is not
only successful but also quick, easy and less prone to risk. Every migration project should utilize
automation solutions, for a number of reasons:

CENTRALIZE KNOWLEDGE

MIGRATE WITH DEVOPS

With robust integrations, intuitive
templates and an exceptional UX,
there is no need for in-house experts
on each platform.

With an automation tool managing the
conversions, adding in development, test
and production steps is straightforward.

ELIMINATE HUMAN ERROR

SINGLE POINT-OF-CONTROL

People mistype, misstep or simply
forget. Reduce risk by removing
human error.

Automation centralizes control,
administrating multiple environments as
well as the conversion of processes.

MIGRATE WITHOUT FEAR

Automation is the key to successful migration projects. Whether it is to new or hybrid
data centers; on-premise, virtualized, or in the cloud; having a single point-of-control
allows organizations to monitor and automate migration processes with ease.
Furthermore, when the project is finished, a streamlined organization, wrapped in an
automation fabric, stands ready to take on any challenges that may arise.

MAINFRAME TO MICROSOFT

Recently, we migrated the Netherland’s
road authority, RDW, from their legacy
environment to Microsoft without error.
The project included over 6,000 mainframe
programs and 90,000 automated processes
that remained continuously available
throughout the migration thanks to SMA
Solutions and OpCon.

“With OpCon, 99.9% SLA availability
was maintained 24/7...”

COMPLETE IT OVERHAUL

“With OpCon we reduced risks
during the migration process.”

French home improvement specialist Saint
Maclou wanted to not only migrate off of
the IBM i environment, but it also wanted
to completely restructure the IT operations
and business support. Partnering with
SMA Solutions and OpCon, it successfully
migrated over 35,000 monthly processes,
outsourced IT support and allocated existing
resources to more value-added projects.

THE BEST
SOLUTIONS
FOR
EVERYONE
ABOUT SMA SOLUTIONS

SMA Solutions was founded in 1980 by a team of forward-thinking
automation experts at NASA. We initially captured the attention of IT
managers around the world with the release of our first automation
solution for early mainframe systems.
Since then, we have evolved to become a leader in true eventdriven automation and predictive analytics, supporting over 500
organizations in more than two dozen countries across all industries.
We believe that solutions should adapt to business, not the other
way around. We are in constant collaboration with our customers
to ensure that our products and services are on target with our
customers’ ever-changing business challenges and priorities.
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